
H811L 

 

BURDEN TO 
IMPART 

A patient person is one who is able to remain calm and not become annoyed when waiting for 
a long time. They understand that it takes time for problems to be solved or for people to 

learn. They are neither hasty nor lazy but allow time to do its work. A patient person can 

produce a positive result that an impatient person cannot. 

SUGGESTED 
SONGS 

 Patience  

          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw6Tx1THxws   

 How easy having patience can be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EpIi5qeOcA&index=10&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcV

k9c2yedtkgYID-1g 

BIBLE  

VERSES         * 
Psalm 40:1a I waited patiently on Jehovah, / And He inclined to me… 

 

** 
James 5:7b   …. Behold, the farmer eagerly awaits the precious fruit of the earth, exercising 
long-suffering over it until it receives the early and late rain 

 

*** 

Ecclesiastes 7:8b   …Better is patience of spirit than haughtiness of spirit. 

LESSON        * 
IDEAS  

 

 

Focus: A patient person is one who is able to wait over a period of time. Patient people remain 

calm and do not become annoyed when waiting for a long time. 

In our daily life, there are many situations where waiting is not avoidable. We can help the 
children to appreciate that they should wait patiently. We can offer them some strategies to 

help them to wait calmly. 

Suggested Learning Experiences 

 Choose a patience video clip to play (URLs in Resources): 
 Sesame Street: Zac Efron and Elmo – Patience  

 Sesame Street: The Waiting Game with Guy Smiley!  
 Kid's Character Builder – Patience  

 Sing along with the ‘Patience’ song video (URL in Resources). 

 Choose one or two waiting games from ‘20 waiting games for kids that will tickle your 
brain’ (URL in Resources) and teach the children to play. 

** 

 

Focus: A patient person is one who remains calm and does not become annoyed when dealing 

with problems or people. They understand that it takes time for problems to be solved or for 
people to learn. 

Every process needs time. Some need a short time and some need longer times. Many things 

in life take time and we cannot expect instant results. Impatience will not help things happen 
quickly and will more likely have the opposite effect. A proper person knows the time required 

for a positive result and waits patiently and wisely.  

Suggested Learning Experiences 

 Play the video clip: Official 11 Year Time-Lapse Movie of One World Trade Center (URL 
in Resources). Talk about the ‘real’ time taken to build a building such as this one. 

 Play the video clip: Monarch Butterfly Metamorphosis time-lapse FYV 1080 HD (URL in 
Resources). Discuss time lapse. How long do caterpillars take to become butterflies?   

 Serving ones share their experiences of unfavourable outcomes due to their impatience. 

The children may have some stories to share as well. 
 Tell the story about the Naive farmer (H811S). What was Betty’s problem? What 

 LEVEL THERE IS GOD PROPER HUMANITY 
      

 One (Y1-3) *  God is  Character Points 
      

 Two (Y4-6) **  God’s Law  Human Relationships 
      

 Three (Y7-8) ***  God’s Creation  Man and God 
      

     

PATIENCE 
Notes:  

1. Any practical applications and activities provided in the lesson are offered as suggestions to help you in your preparation. They are not meant to 

direct or limit the ways in which the focus of the lesson can be applied.  

2. You are encouraged to pray and contact the Lord to receive His burden and guidance in teaching and applying the lesson.  

3. Fellowshipping with other saints, and inquiring of the children themselves, may also bring out many helpful applications. 

4. The questions are designed to guide you as you interact with the children. You do not need to use all of them. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw6Tx1THxws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EpIi5qeOcA&index=10&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EpIi5qeOcA&index=10&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g


lessons did she learn? Discuss.  

 Make A green haired man (H811A) from grass seed to take home. Patiently watch 
your man grow his hair and then style it! 

*** 

 

Focus: A patient person is one who is able to wait over a period of time for results. They are 

neither hasty nor lazy but allow time to do its work. A patient person may achieve positive 
outcomes that an impatient person cannot. 

A person without patience normally will provoke others or at least create an uneasy 
atmosphere for the people around him. A person having patience will bring a peaceful and 

pleasant feeling to others. A person with patience will achieve something that those impatient 
people cannot achieve. Patience is a positive character attribute in a person that often wins the 

respect of others.  

Suggested Learning Experiences 

 Tell the story A sweet lesson on patience (H811S2) or play the same story on the 

video ‘Inspirational Short Stories-About Patience’ (in Resources). Discuss the 
importance of patience and how this made such a difference to both people’s lives in the 

story.  
 Play the video ‘What Cameramen Do When Wildlife Doesn't Cooperate’ (in Resources) 

where Bertie talks about the patience needed when filming wildlife.  Ask the children if 
they have watched a documentary about an interesting animal. How hard do you think 

it would be to produce such a documentary? How long do you think it might take to get 
the shots the producer wanted? What attributes do camermen need? These films are 

products of patience, endurance, and skill. 

 Brainstorm with the children how many professions/activities/hobbies require patience 
(for example, fishing, hunting, painting, astronomers, astronauts, gardeners….) 

 Serving ones share experiences of being comforted or relieved by a person with 
patience. Ask the children to share any experiences they might have as well. 

RESOURCES A green hair man – Activity (H811A) 

A Naive Grower - Story (H811S) 
A Sweet Lesson on Patience – Story (H811S2) 

 
Sesame Street: Zac Efron and Elmo – Patience 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgeuCgODgv4&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-
1g&index=2 

 

Sesame Street: The Waiting Game with Guy Smiley! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsC2W587_Fc&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-

1g  
 

Kid's Character Builder – Patience 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EpIi5qeOcA&index=10&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2

yedtkgYID-1g 
 

Patience _ Song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw6Tx1THxws 
 

20 WAITING GAMES FOR KIDS THAT WILL TICKLE YOUR BRAIN 
http://www.whatdowedoallday.com/2016/03/waiting-games-for-kids.html 

 
Official 11 Year Time-Lapse Movie of One World Trade Center 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbA89YbWoL8 
 

Monarch Butterfly Metamorphosis time-lapse FYV 1080 HD 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocWgSgMGxOc 
 

Inspirational Short Stories-About Patience 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLwaikE_M9g 

 

What Cameramen Do When Wildlife Doesn't Cooperate (Episode 4) | Wild_Life with Bertie 

Gregory 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hql3Cj4YKOI 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgeuCgODgv4&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgeuCgODgv4&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsC2W587_Fc&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsC2W587_Fc&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EpIi5qeOcA&index=10&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EpIi5qeOcA&index=10&list=PLSMZDoMBob75wIDcVk9c2yedtkgYID-1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw6Tx1THxws
http://www.whatdowedoallday.com/2016/03/waiting-games-for-kids.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbA89YbWoL8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocWgSgMGxOc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLwaikE_M9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hql3Cj4YKOI

